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OPTIMIZATION STUDY OF ABSORPTION-COMPRESSION 
COOL:.ING CYCLES' 
Z.J.CHEN . D. CLODIC Ccnuc d'Encrgcuquc EMP 
60. Bid. Saint-Michel 75272 Pans Prance 
ABSTRACT 
tn a heat dnven (T <• 7 05 'C) air-cooled aDsorption cooling system usmg water-Lithium Brom1de as 
the workmg flu1<1 pair, the outlet air temperature generally reaches 40 to SO'C. this results in high temperature 
m absorber and conctJOnsJOr . wniie the solution concentration IS at the p01nt of crystallization. Two 
compressors are intrOduced in order ro mcraase the pressures of pon<1ensat10n and absorption. A computer 
simulation model/las tJeen SJ<t up to ·analyse the three cycles: w1th two compressors Kt & K2. w1th one 
compressor Kt: with one compressor K2. Th1s paper presents the Simulation results of the absorption· 
compression cycles wh1ch prov1de the thermodynamiC design data. Compared w1th a classical vapor 
absorptiOn cycle. the new cycle possesses a larger operation range. 
NOMENCLATURE 
mf refngerani flow rate (kg/s) 
Q heat load (kW) 
T temperature (0C) 
Wk compressor work (kW) 
concentration (LiBr weight percent) 
h •• temperature effectiveness of solution heat exchanger 
hab absorber efficiency 
p compression ratio 
INTRODUCTION 
Us1ng the working fluid combination of water and lithium brom1de. the absorption 
refrigerat1on machrnes have gained wide-spread acceptance. Today, alf-conditionrng 
machrnes are called on to an air-cooled structure, particularly for automobiles because of 
the problem of CFC. 
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There are two major difficulties for this kind of mach1
nes: crystallization limit and 
dimensions of heat exchangers. 
In an a1r-cooled structure, the air outlet temperature g
enerally reaches 40° to so 
oc. this makes the absorber and condenser temperature stay between sao a
nd 55 oc, 
that is to say . 1 oo to 15 oc higher than that of a water-cooled structure, which 
is typically 
around 40 °C. If the evaporator temperature is fixed
 at 6 oc. the absorbent solutiOn 
concentratiOn is increased by 5 to 8 percent, and
 the internal temperature of the 
generator is increased by about 25 °0. As a result, the abso
rbent solution reaches its 
critical crystallization level. 
With an air·cooling machine that uses conventional
 flat !ins. the heat transfer 
coefficient is about 30 W/m2.K on the air side of the 
absorber and condenser. a bulky 
absorber and condenser are inevitable. 
ABSORPTION-COMPRESSION CYCLE 
Three types of hybrid cycle can be set up by introducing
 : 
(a). a compressor K2 for tow pressure vapor ; 
(b). a compressor Kt lor high pressure vapor ; 
(c). two compressors K1 and K2 ( lig-1). 
A key advantage. of the absorption·compress1on cyc
le is that we can keep the 
same solution concentrations as in a water cooled ma
chine but the vapor is condensed 
and absorbed at higher pressure. On the other hand, t
he mean temperature difference os 
b1gger so the necessary heat exchange surface can be
 reduced. 
The coetficoent of performance of an absorption-compre
ssoon cycle is defined by· 
CALCULATION PROCEDURE 
The absorber thermodynamic efficiency f\•b 1s defined by: 
where Xstn is the strong solution concentration at equi
libnum mass transfer condition. xw 
is the real weak solution concentration, xs is the real st
rong solution concentration. 
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The compressor work Wk is defined by: 
Wk = mr (he - hs)/111•· 
where TJi• is the 1sentropic efficient of the compressor. 
Assumptions· 
for the air-coolmg structure. the inlet temperature grad1ent m absorber and 
condenser IS constant: d Taos ~ Ll T con= canst : 
"the compressor iniet temperature: Ts ~ ( T1 + To)/2: 
the points G.A.C,E in the diagram (fig.2,3.4) are at their saturation slates. 
The computer program developed simulates the- operating conditions which vary 
as the ambiance temperature To between 25° to 45°C for three cases: 
(1). only the low pressure vapor is compressed;· 
(2). only the high pressure vapor is compressed; 
(3). all vapors are compressed. 
The reference cycle A 1 G3-CE (fig.2.3,4) is based on the operating condit10ns: 
Tev=6°C, TG=90°C, To=Tc=41 °C, 
llab ._Q,9, ll•• =0,8, L\Tabs=16°C, Ot = 5 kW 
which are the inputs of the simulation model. 
The output of the model consists of : 
- heat loads in the d11ferent components: 
- pressures, concentration and temperatures at any point ; 
-the performance of the cycles; 
- the pressure ratios and works of the compressors: 
- the inlet and outlet vapor volume flows of the compressor 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Simulation results are partly shown rn table-1 ,2,3. It can be seen from table-2 
that tor the cycle w1th a compresso-r 1n the high pressure side, the evaporator temperature 
T ev increases w1th an Increase in ambiance temperature To. Th1s type of cycle is LjSeless 
In case of the compressor installed in the low pressure side (table-1), we can 
remain the evaporator temperature at 6°C, with the change of the solut1on concentrations 
as the amb1ance temperature increases. 
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Table-3 shows the design data for an absorption-comp
ression cycle with high and 
low pressure vapor compressed, compared with tabl
e-t ,1t can be seen that the total 
compressor work and the air-cooled loads are the same
 as in the first case(low pressure 
vapor compressed), the compression ratios are less hi
gh, the coefficient of performance 
decreases with an increase of ambiance temperature. 
CONCLUSION 
The purpose of the study on which this paper is bas
ed was to investigate the 
suitability of absorption refrigeration cycles w1th wate
r lithium brom,de as the working 
flUid pa1r for use in the air-conditioning of autqmotiv
e vehicles. The previous study 
showed that the conventional cycle is unsuitable for
 this use. Th1s paper shows the 
feasibility of absorption-compression machines operatin
g at an ambiance temperature as 
high as 45 oc, the consumption of mechanical energy is acceptab
le. We have two 
possibilities: introducing one compressor between the 
generator and the condenser, or 
mtroducing two compressors raspectively in the high an
d low pressure side. In any case, 
the inlet volume flow rate to the low pressure Side com
pressor is about 17,5 m3/min for 
the cooling capacity of 5 kW, this is another difficulty. 
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Tab!t: I_ low pressure w:ner v:1por is compressed
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kPa 
15,75 
7,78 
4.22 
0,94 
'C 
hg-2 lew pressure vapor IS compressed 
kPa 
12,97 
7,78 
· kPa 
15,75 
7,76 
1• 1m 
0,94 0,94 
fig-3 high pressure vapor is compressed fig-4 two compressor
s ars rntroduced 
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